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Before every altcmpl lo describe the world and life 
a nd time there s ta nds an unspoken prologue: human 
history itself. Without that prologue, the resl of the 
play would be uninte lligible buzz and blur. 

- Lewis Mumford, The Conduct of Life 

The re have been many definitions of history through 
the years . Some of them are serious attempts by pro
fess ional historians to explain their craft to themselves 
and their public. Others have been quasi-bitter, semi
serious compla ints by those who have suffered through 
the toils of his tory a t school. Willi am James once re
marked that "history is the e ffort to ma ke the differen ce 
between Tweedledum a nd Tweedledee seem al 1 impor
tant." I want to offer yet a noth er de finition, one that 
supports my theme, the respons ibility of th e his torian to 
the public that he serves. The historian crea tes reality, 
nothing less. The historian, by practic ing his craft, 
creates the only e ffe ctive reality anyone knows. 

Carl Becker pointed out some years ago 1 that the 
past had, in fact, existed, that our accounts of it exist, 
that the past and the accounts of it are necessarily not 
the same, but that historians strive to have the two ap
proach each other. To the extent that they do, the his
torian has succeeded. He has given an approximation of 
reality. It is not only effective, it is the only way in 
which reality can be useful. The evidence of the past 
must be sifted through the mind of the historian, arranged 
by him in meaningful patterns, purged of its extraneous 
elements, and then presented by him to the public. It is 
his pattern, together with his judgments, his opinions 
about motivations, that make sense of the past. No one 
can have any significant knowledge of the past by any 
other means. One 's pe rsonal experiences are invariably 
limited in time and space. Our acquaintance with the past 
must necessarily be vicarious. It must come from the 
historians who create, then , the only e ffective reality 
a nyone knows . The ability of the historian to create a 
vision of reality is limited in effectiveness by some 



practical considerations, o f course. He cannot depart 
from the evidence too far. If, for example, on historian o f 
present-day France produced a vision of the F'rench past 
which convinced the French people that they could aspire 
to the position in world arfairs that Prance held under 
Louis XIV, this vision would not give to F'rance the 
practical possibilities Lo s upport it. Out it might very 
well convince the French people to believe in such a role 
nnd to act accordingly. The consequences are obvious. 
The historian' s vision of reality must flow from his evi
dence. s Cleveland Amory put it in his succinct fash
ion, "You can't make the Duchess of Windsor into 
Rebecca o f unnybrook Parm." 

We mus t admit, a t the outset, that historians are all 
those who interpret the past. Th is is a far wider list than 
the professional academic members 0£ the guild. It in
c ludes newspaper columnists, T V commentators, some 
statesmen and politicians. On a small scale, it includes 
everyone. We all make judgments about segments of the 
past, particularly those ports that include our own lives. 
\Ve regulate our daily lives according to those judgments. 
But the historians with the widest influence are the aca
demic historians in our colleges and universities. If our 
views of reality are inexorably shaped by historians, then 
we must ask an important and obvious question: does it 
maller what they say and write? It does, and for a very 
human reason. 

\Ia n is an unfinished being. lie is ah,ays in a state of 
becoming. l\mold Toynbee said a few years ago on th is 
cam pus : "Civilization is a movement, and not a con
dition, a voyage a nd not a harbor. " This is a distinguish
ing characteristic of man, that he is un\\illing or unable 
lo remain static. By conscious and unconscious cultural 
e rfort he remakes and reshapes his life, driven by some 
kind of inne r compulsion to go on. Perhaps Lewis \'lum
Cord put it best : 
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Instead of taking life as it comes and quietly adapt
ing himself to external conditions, man is constantly 
evaluating, discriminating, choosing, reforming and 
transforming at every moment of his existence; and 
this has been true throughout his history. By con
scious selection, man increasingly imposes his own 
will on nature and not least on that ultimate product 
of nature, his own self. 2 

This is both man's deepest curse and greatest boon. 
He never rests content and is always a driven being. On 

the other hand, his horizons are never closed; his hopes 
need never be circumscribed. Yet he dare not lose touch 
with tbe ongoing process. Because man needs to ration
alize and justify his present and extrapolate his future 
from his past experiences, both personal and vicarious, 
he must have some systematic knowledge and interpre
tation of the past. Without some precise feeling for his 
position on the growing edge of culture, he is, quite 
literally, lost; hi s contact with effective reality is 
broken. 

Mao is both contemplative and acti ve. He must always 
think about himself and his relationship with the cul
ture in which he lives. He plays both these roles, the 
reflective and the active, but the roles themselves in
teract. The reflection tempers his activity; his activity 

illuminates his reflection. The two constantly modify 
each other. Man's thought about his ongoing culture 
changes the culture. The cul ture, in turn , changes his 
thought about it, all in a never-ending cycle. If history is 
one of the principal ways in which man reflects about 
himself, if it provides man with h is views about himself 
and his culture, it is obviously important. [t may be all
importanl. 

History, of course, is not the only organized way in 
which man reflects upon his culture. Literature, politi cal 
science, music, art, and a thousand other ways have been 
invented. But history has a unique contribution to make 



in this continuing sel f-examination. It is the peculiar 
function of history to see man in all his d imensions, in
cluding time, simultaneously. History is dynamic; it sees 
man in his active, never-ending interac tion with his total 
environment. Other disciplines must abstract from the 
totality o f man's life those particular parts that concern 
them. All of man is history' s concern. 

Man a lways tries to reduce his life to patterns; he 
cannot live without them. They form the essential pre
requis ite for peace o f mind, for a sense of relationship 
between himself and all his fellows and all the world in 
which he finds himself. Everyone makes these patterns 
in some fashion some of the time. It is the full-time re
sponsibility o f the historian lo make meaningful, helpful 
patterns. The patterns give the human experience direc
tion and purpose. From these patterns mankind lives in 
the present and plans for the future. L et' s look at some 
of these patterns and the effect they have upon us. 

Of all the patterns that historians create, none is 
more pervasive than that vision o f reality that binds lnen 
together in national states. [n a very real sense, the 
national state as we know it today in the western world 
has been created by historians. The modern national 
state is a far cry from the amorphous non-national s tates 
o f medieval and early modern times. The historian has 
created the vision o f these states with analyses that 
made the growth of national s tates seem natural and in
evitable . This synthetic feeling o f togetherness became 
in time a genuine feeling. 

This sort of historical analysis can be done qu ite un
consciously by the historian, but it may be done deliber
ately. There are a number of examples from the European 
experience in the nineteenth century when groups were 
called into being as nations by providing them with a his
tory. We think o f th e Bohemians, the Poles, a nd the Irish, 
whose histories were invented to serve the cause o f 
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romantic nationalism. It doesn't matter whether the 
analyses were true; what does matter is that they were 
accepted by the people concerned as true . 

Consider the newly emergent African slates. These 
states have been created by small groups of African 
nationalists, using western political and socia l ideas, 
o ften learned in European or American univers ities. The 
states that resulted were inhabited by people whose 
loyalties and traditions were tribal a nd local rather than 
national. Now these states must achieve internal unity. 
They are trying to do so by emphasizing past glories and 
common heroes, hoping that, in time, the people will give 
to these new political structures that same kind of fer
vant loyalty that western people give lo their states. 
Thus, the African historian s tarts with the finished pro
duct, the national state, and provides it with suitable 
ante cedeols. 

But the function of the historian does not end with 
the original concept of unity. An on-going state is always 
incomple te. It moves; it demands to know where it is and 
where it is going. The historian is indispensable in this 
process of explanation. The vision of the past which the 
historian constructs reflects his own fundamental atti
tudes toward his society. He looks at the past from th e 
present; be is himself the product of history. He is vir
tually compelled lo use his convictions about what the 
society ought to be like. I think this is particularly true 
if the historian is doing his job properly. [L is not his 
fu nction merely to grub up facts about the past; that is 
the least of it. It is the arrangement and presentation of 
the facts that matters. It is there that the historian 
serves society. He may serve other historians with his 
facts; he serves the public with his interpretations. The 
historian, when he does his job right, is a philosopher 
and a moralist. In the preface to a widely read and in
fluential history of the United Stales of a generation ago, 
Charles Beard frankly said: 



The history of a civilization, if intelligently con• 
ceived, may be an instrument of civilization .... 
Dealing with all the manifestations of the inner 
powers of a people, as well as the trappings o f war 
a nd politics, the history o f a civilization is essen
tially dynamic, suggesting capabilit ies yet unexplored 
and hinting of emancipation from outward necessities. 
By the sharp questions it raises in every quarter it 
may give new direction to self-critic ism and c reative 
energy, aid in generating a richer'intel lectual climate,' 
and help in establishing the sovereignty of high plan, 
design, or ideal. 3 

Charl es Beard believed that the historian must, by 
whet he call ed en "act o f faith," catch a vision of the 
world he wants and then use his interpretations of the 
past to help call his vision into being. Beard's call Lo 

his generation o f historians did not go unheeded. Me 
himself wanted a kind of col lectivist democracy, social
ism without Marx. Other historians have had different 
visions . The po int is, I think, that a ll historians probably 
have some vision, though they may not always be aware 
of how this affects their wri ting and teaching. 

The importance of historical interpretation in the life 
of en on-going society is this: at every stage, cultures, 
nations, groups must make choices. These cho ices are 
o ften agonizing, often controversial, o ften unclear. The 
choices may make drastic differences in the Ii fe of the 
group, and they must be made without any assurances of 
th e ultimate out come. In order to make choices in any 
way except the haphazard, the choice-makers must be 
aware of the alternatives. This is what the historian pro
vides. His analysis of the past provides the framework 
within which the choices e re laid out. If the a nalysis is 
wrong or corrupt, the choices cannot be made properly. 

Consider the war in Viet Nam. The gradual decisions 
that have escalated the U.S. involvement there have been 
made within the context of a nalyses of the past, visions 
o f the role of the United Stales after World War £, of our 
experiences with communism and fascism in the 1930's, 
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of our invol vement in World \Var II, the Cold \Var, and 
Korea . Yalta, Potsdam, and Munich are inseparably 
bound up in the decisions that today a ffect Saigon and 
Hanoi . 

Historians sometimes make mistakes in their anal
yses. When we do, a false or distorted picture of reality 
exists, one that is too far from the actual reality to work. 
Then the alternatives set out may be false, and wrong 
choices made in consequence. For example, the United 
States and Russia, for quite different reaSDns, withdrew 
from any active participation in 8uropean affairs after 
their involvement in World War I. Because these two po
tential super-powers failed to exercise any influence in 
the European world, the states of Europe were able for 
another generation to think that they were still the arbi
ters of the world as they had been before 1914. Historians 
in the United States and Europe failed to see that the 
actual power of Europe was distorted in an unreal s itua
tion. One consequence of this was the elevation of 
Mussolini's [taly into the status of a great power. So 
much attent ion was given to Italy, so much energy was 
expended by Britain and France in dealing with [taly, 
that a real menace o f the l930' s, Japan, went almost un
heeded. Our historical vision was so locked upon Europe 
that we, as historians, assumed that any European power 
was obviously more important than any Asiatic power. 

The power of the historical sense to a ffect the pre
sent may be illustrated in many ways. England in 1940, 
under the leadership of Winston Churchi ll , was animated 
by a vision of her past that stiffened the wills of the 
people in the face of gloomy predictions of defeat. 

\Ve can find examples on the other side of the ideo
logical fence es well. Hitler's ezi movement knew the 
power of history lo create present reality. All dictators 
know this and use it lo fasten their power more firmly on 
their people. Hitler in his speeches and writings fabri-



cated for the German people a picture of a Germany be
trayed in 1918 by cowardly a nd s ubvers ive civi lians 
(Jews and Communists mostly) while a brave and un
defeated anny withstood all assaults on the western 
front. Brave the German army may have been; undefeated 
it wasn't. Bu t Hitler' s version of reality became the 
German people' s vision of reality. For a ll practical pur
poses, it was true because they believed that it was a nd 
acted according ly. 

George Orwell ' s classic forecast of 1984 is familiar. 
His hero was an histori an of sorts whose function it was 
to change the past lo match s hifts in party doctrine and 
pe rsonne l. Compare his work with this in cident that 
happened not so many years ago in Russia. After the 
death of Stalin, one of the prominent casualties of the de
Stalinizati on purge was the chie f of the secret police, 
Lavrenti Beria. After his execution, s ubscribers to the 
Soviet Encyclopedia received a package in the mail. In 
it was a letter directing them to cut out the article on 
Beria from their "B" volume and s ubstitute for it an 
article on the Bering Strait. 

This sort of distortion may be too cl umsy to merit our 
serious attention . But it is a kindergarten-level example 
of a serious truth. Historians in their creation of effec
tive reality may select some for oblivion, others for im
mortality. They may picture the past in such a way that 
some a lternatives appear inevitable. In this area, the 
historian's public responsibility is not only real, it is 
singular. It goes beyond the obligati on that a ll scholars 
have to s peak the truth. Un like many areas of knowledge, 
th e work of th e historian cannot easi ly be checked. There 
are no labora tory analyses that will validate his findings 
and indicate the realiability of his data. Yet, on the 
basis of his work, life-and-death decisions must be made. 

This impact o f historical analysis is not merely felt 
on group life; it may animate indi viduals who in tum 
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play large roles in decision making. \Ve have a lready 
mentioned Wins ton Churchill whose debt to the pasl was 
obvious whenever he spoke. John Kennedy was another 
such statesman. Shortly after his assassination, Mrs. 
Kennedy said this of her husband: 

F'or a while I thought history was something that 
biller old men wrote. But then 1 realized history made 
Jack what he was. You must think of him as this 
liule boy, sick so much of the time, reading in bed, 
reading history, reading the Knights of the Round 
Table, reading Marlborough. F'or Jack, history was 
full of heroes. And if it made him this way -if it 
made him see the heroes-maybe other liule boys 
will see. Men are such a combination of good and bad. 
Jack had this hero idea of his tory, the idealistic 
view.• 

Not only is our v1s1on of our own culture created by 
historical analysis, our view of other cultures and our 
relationships with them is simila rly created. I said a 
moment ago that we had been European-centered too 
long. \Ve are on ly beginning to realize the impli cations o f 
our blindness. Historians are only beginning to see a 
more adequate picture of the world. The implications of 
this European orientation have been both positive and 
negative. We have often ignored Asia a nd Africa in our 
work. The result is an unconscious bias. If Asia and 
Africa do nol appear in our versions of men and events, 
then the clear implication is that these areas do not 
matter a nd are not crucial in our lives. By fa iling lo un
derstand and interpret these areas, historians have sig
nally distorted the decision-making process in the United 
States and Europe. I mentioned one consequence o f this a 
moment ago. Only historians completely blind to reality 
could have taken Mussolini more seriously than they took 
J apan. Their blindness became the blindness of govern
ments. 

We are beginning to repair our perspective about 
Asia and Africa, but we have far to go. The typical 



"world hislory" textbook in use in American colleges is 
little more than a weslem civil izalion LexL with some 
chapters on Asia and Africa thrown in to interrupt the 
narrative occasionally. 15 

A perfect example o f this old attitude is contained 
in the preface lo a book upon the European middle ages 
published in Great Britain and the United tales a few 
months ago by an able but belligerent English historian, 
II. R. Trevor-Roper: 

Undergraduates, seduced as always, by the changing 
breath of journalistic fashion, demand that they 
should be taught the history of black Africa. Perhaps, 
in the future, there will be some African history to 
teach. But at presenL, there is none, or very little: 
there is only the history of the Europeans in Africa. 
The rest is largely darkness, like the history of pre
European, pre-Columbian America. And darkness is 
not a subject for history ... If all history is equal, 
as some now believe, there is no reason why we should 
study one section of it rather than another; for cer
tainly we cannot study iL all. Then indeed we may 
neglect our own history and amuse ourselves with the 
unrewarding gyrations of barbarous tribes in pic
turesque but irrelevant comers of the globe: tribes 
whose chief function in history, in my opinion, is to 
show to the present an image of the past from which, 
by history, ii has escaped ... e 

This ethnocentric statement probably needs little com
ment, except that we must acknowledge the painful truth 
in his first sentence. It was the clamor of our students 
that forced a widening of our interpretations to include 
the entire world. This is no occasion for congratulation 
on the part of the historical profession, on ly chagrin that 
others had to teach us what we shou ld have been teach
ing them. We ere now, however, conscious of this wider 
world; we are beginning to write and leach history in a 
more adequate way, a way that conforms more nearly to 
lhe evidence. From this re-examination and re-evaluation 
will come true world history, the history o f the world 
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community. This, in turn, will bring fundamental changes 
in public atti tudes toward Asia and Africa. 

I wonder if we can really imagine the impact upon tbe 
world and its problems if a full generation of historians 
and students could view tbe world as a true community, 
composed of superfi cially different but fundamentally 
simila r peoples who share common s trivings, fears, fail
ures, and dreams? This is not the same thing as preach
ing some vague universal culture; few people want that. 
But it does involve respect for all groups, a realization 
that progress is neither uniform nor confin ed to particular 
groups. Our view Crom Europe and America has been 
partial, and this bas been not only unscholarly but dan
gerous and foolish as well. 

Tbe creation of effective reality is not confined to 
pictures of total groups. History may create su b-group 
identities and views as well. It may help Lo form tbe 
picture we have of racial and ethnic groups . It may a lso 
form the view these groups have of themselves. Malcolm 
X once observed: "The worst crime the white man has 
committed has been to teach us to bate ourselves.'17 

Because of our limited vision, the Negro element in our 
national life has been virtually ignored. It may not have 
been, probably was not, positive prejudice on the part of 
historians. They knew little about the Negro, and so 
ignored him. Not only do many Caucasians assume that 
the egro contribution to our development has been neg
ligible, many Negroes make the same assumption. A 
vital part of the civil rights movement must be to rescue 
the Negro past, here and in Africa, from oblivion. This 
does not involve in vention or distortion, only willingness 
to use the evidence we have and have had a II along. 
Militant Negroes are aware of this need. The Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee issufld a manifesto 
not many months ago in wh ich these words are found: "If 
we are to proceed toward liberation, we must cut our
selves off from white people. We must form our own in-



stitutions, credit unions, coops, political parties, write 
our own history.'18 Th e historian can take present-day 
prejudices and spread them all over the past, making 
them seem the product of infinite, inevitable evolution. 11 

By the same token, he can place these faili ngs in their 
proper perspective, showing them for what they are, 
temporal, temporary, in no way inevitable or built into 
the nature of things. 

r£ the historian does create effective reality, to whom 
or to what is he responsible for what he says and writes? 
Make no mistake about it, the history he produces is his 
product. He has abstracted, selected, and arranged his 
facts, filtered them through his judgments and convic
tions, and enlivened them with his imagination. There is 
not now and there never was any historian who ever 
described the past, in Rank e's phrase, "exactly as it 
happened.'' Indeed, to do so, if it were possible, would 
be lo abrogate the historian' s function. [t is precisely 
judgment, convi ction, and imagination that are required of 
him. To grub away at facts would be to serve nothing. 
His job is a professional one, not one of cataloguing. 

When I was a young graduate student, th is question of 
responsibility was raised for me in a dramatic way. I was 
just beginning to feel a member of the historical craft; 
my first seminars and seminar papers were in the immedi
ate past. In late December of 1949, the then Dean of 
historians of England in the United States, Conyers Read, 
delivered his presidential address to the American His- 13 
torical Association. His title, nearly the same as mine 
tonight, was "The Social Responsibilities of the His-
torian." 

1° Composed in the full flush of the early Cold 
War, it was an appeal for historians to commit themselves 
to a democratic way of life and refrain from undermining 
it in their teach ing and writing. He asked them to pro-
mote patriotism at a cri ti cal moment in the nation's life. 
This promotion would involve a fa vorable interpretation 
by historians of our national experience . Let me quote to 
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you some phrases from Lhat address, for I have never for
gollen th em: 

tr his torians, in their examinations o r the pos t, repre
sent the evolution or mankind os hophoz.ird, without 
direction and without progress, o Hcring no ossurencc 
thot mankind's present pos ition is on the highway and 
not on some dead end, then mankind will seek for 
assurance in a more positive alternative whe the r it 
be oHl'rcd rrom Rome or from \loscow. 

Or again: 

This sounds like the advocacy or one form o r social 
control as against another. In s hort, it is. But I see 
no alternative in a divided world ..... The impor
tant thing is that we shall accept and endorse s uch 
contro ls as ore essential for the preservation or our 
way o r lire .... It does mean that we accept certain 
londemental values es beyond dispute. 

And finally: 

We i,hall still like the doctor hove to examine social 
pathology if only to diagnose the nature or the di
sease. But we most realize that not everything that 
tokes place in the laboratory is appropriate for broad
casting a t the street comers. 

These phrases, partic ularly th e last, which seemed a 
c lear call to conceal disreputable facts about the past, 
destroyed several days o f my graduate education. \Ve 
graduate studenls passionately debated these issues up 
and down the corridors of library and classroom buildings. 
\Ve finall y organized an extracurricular meeting to debate 
th em more formally. Some o f the younger members of the 
faculty joined us. Thi s was a long time ago, of course, 
and these young faculty members did nol reali.te that 
teachers and s tudents should have nothing lo do with 
each other on uni vers ity campuses. 

I have thought o f these discussions many ti mes in the 
years s in ce. I am no longer quite s ure what I thought and 



said al the time, though probably I said a great deal re
gardless of the amount of thought. I remember that the 
burden of my objection to Read's thesis in those days 
was my conviction that it was the duty of the historian Lo 
speak the truth, no matter how unpleasant it was. His 
responsibility, I thought, was to something higher than 
himself, his craft, his nation, an abstract, never-chang
ing truth. This youthful devotion to truth served no pur
pose, o f course. As. Professor Sibley remarked at the 
very opening of her Faculty Lecture last year, "Every
body is on the s ide of truth." ~1y feeling now, sixteen 
years and some four thousand sLUdents later, is that 
Conyers Read was quite wrong, but for different reasons 
than I thought then. 

The historian commits an unforgivable error in accept
ing "certain funrlamental values as beyond dispute." He 
defeats the purpose of his craft. He is responsible to 
society, the larger civilization, perhaps even to mankind, 
but not to offer blind support to commonly accepted no
tions. We have politicians and generals for thal. Society 
cannot be frozen in that way and remain viable. It is the 
responsibility of the historian to raise, quite deliber
ately and without apology, all aspects of his culture to 
close and continuous historical scrutiny. It is his re
sponsibility to reexamine constantly all those "funda
mental values" precisely because the society may consid
er them "beyond d ispute." These values may be outmoded, 
may be dangerous to the society which holds them in rev
erence. We cannot know unless we constantly look. We 
must ask each institution to stand the test of examination: 
bow and why was such an institution devised, how effec
tively has it served, how well does it meet present needs? 
For example, the historian is aware that the national state, 
now so common in the western world, is a relative new
comer. It is not necessarily the ultimate organizational 
invention of mankind. If the historian assumes it is and 
shapes his history without ever examining his belief 
further, he may perpetuate an institution far beyond its 
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usefulness. IL has been done. Generations of medieval 
Ge rman rulers delayed the developmenl of Germany while 
pursuing an antique vision o f the Roman Empire. We are 
not immune to Lhat blindness. 

Histori cal reexaminations may not all be so funda
mental, but they are none the less essential. [f historians 
fail to make viable conclusions from their evidence and 
create a distorted view of reality, then the societies in 
which they live will make fundamental errors of judg
ment. Let me give you an illustration. 

Historians have often said that the United States has 
pursued a role of basic isolationism in world affairs. 
This has become a common assumption for most Ameri
cans. On this assumption, the return of the United States 
from Europe after World War I was a res umptior: of her 
nonnal posture. Since World War H we assume thal the 
United States has broken its traditional rules about 
"foreign entanglements." We have many people in this 
country who regret this deviation from our "natural role.'' 
These inlerpretations illustrate how we can compartment 
our minds, blinding ourselves to facts that were always 
there. The Un ited States, from the earliest days of ils 
independence, has played an active international role; 
it was never really isolationist. But our foreign involve
ments were always more Asiatic than European, more 
Pacific than Atlantic. The inlerpretation of America's 
world position has been done by historians whose basic 
interest was Europe, an d who assumed that isolation 
from Europe was isolation from the world. \Ve ended up 
with the ironic situation that our march to the F'ar East, 
always well known, failed to make much impact upon our 
interpretation of America' s world position. This con
fusion may have real bearing on our views toward the 
position of the United States in Viet am. 



Many of our current internal problems can be clarifi ed 
only through the work of historians. Some of our citizens 
are distressed by the enlarging role of the federal govern
ment in our li ves, and the seeming demotion of the state 
and local governments. Historians must show us that 
America as it used to be-the elm-tree lined streets of 
the small towns, the rural-oriented citizens of sturdy 
Calvinist convictions, the isolation of recent immigrants 
in urban ghettos, where they were organized by political 
bosses who failed to pronounce their consonants in quite 
an American way-has been transmuted into the urban
ized, asphalted, shopping-centered, traffic-jammed United 
States of today. This new America seems to some of our 
people to be a betrayal of the original ideas and princi
ples of those who founded and nurtured the nation. The 
changes in public functions, in the scope and purpose of 
government, in the collective aspects of our lives, anger 
them deeply. They see conspiracy in it; there is not. 
There is only change. The Founding Fathers were inno
vators in their day. Their America is mostly gone. No 
one forgets them or their influence on us, but their solu
tions were for other problems than ours. Time never 
stands still, and it is dangerous to think it does. The 
historians must illuminate these changes and show the 
causes. Regardless of our love for the past and ollr 
determination to preserve its best features, nothing ever 
stays the same. Life is synonymous with change. The 
historian's public responsibility is to show that. 

n 

There is a second phase of the historian's public 
responsibility. Whal role should he play in the actual 
con~uct of public life? Are there particular contributions 
he might make because ofhis training and habits of mind? 

There is no question that academics in general, and 
historians among them, are far more at the center of what 
we wistfully call the "real world" than ever before. This 
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has been the trend since lhe days of Roosevelt' s Brain 
Trust. In our increasingly technocrati c society, th e 
services of the so-called " e xpert" are essential; govern
ment is too complicated for politicians alone . Even 
Lyndon J ohnson, who is not known for his cordial rela
tionship with intellectuals, recognizes this. In a s peech 
some months ago al Prin ceton, he said: 

The intelleclual today is very much an inside man. 
Since the 1930' s our government has put into e ffecl 
major policies which men of learning have helped to 
fashion. In almost every fie ld of governmental con
cern, from economics to national securily, the a ca
demic community hos become a central inslrumeot of 
governme nt policy. 

So many are the cons ultants called from behind the 
ivy Lhal a university friend of mine recently said, 
"At any g ive n moment a third of the faculties of the 
United States are on a plane going somewhere to ad
vise if not always to consent." 11 

President J ohnson went on to say that he had within his 
cabinet seven fom1er professors, and that he had ap
pointed, in the first two and one-half years of his tenure 
in the White House, 371 major officials who had 758 
advanced degrees among them. T hese officials were, of 
course, from many disciplines, with relatively few his
torians among them. 

Historians have been pulled into prominent, if not 
always vital, positions in several recent administrations . 
Because government today badly needs th e services of 
what one newspaper columnist called the "knowledge 
community," there has been a great deal of governmental 
effort to woo s cholars, hoping both to obtain active par
ticipation in government servi ce and the good will and 
understanding of the university communities. The speci
men intellectuals, the so-called "intellectuals in res i
dence" at the White House in recent years, have been 
historians. Two of them were of nat ional reputation, 



Arthur Sch les inger, Jr. , and Eric Goldman. The incum
bent, J ohn Roche, lacks the same reputation but is un
deniably a scholar. Por the sort of role they have been 
g iven, mediating between the active world o f politics 
and the presumably more tranquil world o f the univer
siti es, historians are the logical choice. Their trai ning 
provides them with the breadth o r view and knowledge 
that will give them an e ntree into most areas of univer
s ity life. llowever, the we ll-known difficulties of Presi
dent J ohnson and the intellectuals generally sugges t 
that any rapprochement between scho lars and politicians 
is not easy and is perhaps impossible. 

Our question is, however, what is the specific respon
s ibility of the hi s torian in government service and public 
life? Wa lter Lippmann, a better historian than most, for 
all his journalistic life, once said: 

The world will go on somehow, and more crises will 
follow. It will go on best, however, if among us there 
are men who have stood apart, who refused to be 
anxious or too much concerned, who were cool and 
inquir ing and had their eyes on the longer past and a 
longer future. By their example they can remind us 
that the passing moment is only a moment; by their 
loyalty they will have cherished those things which 
only the disinterested mind can use. 12 

Interestingly enough, these words were quoted by Arthur 
Schlesinger as he mused on the involvement of the his
torian in the direct activity of government al the begin
ning or his service in the Kennedy Administration. 
Schlesinger saw many advantages lo an active role by 
th e historian, both for the contribution which the his
torian could make in the shaping of government policy 
and the insights he could gain into the world o f politics, 
a world a bout which he often writes but seldom inhabits. 
Actual government work might make him a better histo
rian. 
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By the same token, there are drawbacks. " To act," 
Schlesinger admitted, "is, in many cases, Lo g ive hos
tages-to parties, Lo policies, to persons." Mosl cri tics 
have found the greatest weakness in Sch lesinger's fine 
history of the Kennedy administration, A Thousand Days, 
to be his treatment of the Bay of Pigs fiasco, a decision 
in which he himself participated and may have wished to 
rationa lize. 

But these considerations do not solve our real prob
lem: does the historian have a fundamental responsibility 
and a unique qualification for participation in public 
affairs? I th ink the answer is yes, but we must define 
public service broadly. 

The historian may offer great talents in direct govern
ment service. Ris training may make him invaluable in 
government. He must, however, a bandon his aspirations 
to scholarship if he enters government service. He cannot 
have it both ways. He cannot expect to undertake an 
active governmental career, remain a scholar, a nd expect 
that his statements and opinions wi ll be accepted as 
those of an impartial observer. Re will not have time to 
continue tha t involvement with the past through his read
ing a nd thinking that will allow him to remain an histo
rian. This is a sacrifice he must make, and it is a real 
one. 

But public service may take other forms . The role of 
the college historian is a public one, a nd it is here that 
I think he can make his most useful and worthwhile con
tribution to the public weHare. It is an area in wh ich the 
scholar excels in his own e lement and can be a vital 
factor in the formation of publi c policy. Russell Kirk 
reminds us of Nietzsche' s dictum, " lo politics, the pro
fessor a lways plays the comic role." I suspect th e 
scholar-historian in actua l government service is unable 
to take the simple view of action that politics demands. 



His view of the truth is too complicated, and so he ap
pears indecisive. 

If the historian chooses to remain in the college or 
university, then be must realize that his competence in 
history will not give him automatic contact with the truth 
in all current political and social dilemmas. He may be a 
fine historian and have no worthwhile views about Viet 
Nam. lo areas outside his competence, he must be con
tent lo act as a private c itizen. The time involved 
in achieving even minimal success as an historian or 
scholar of any kind virtually precludes involvement rn 
"causes." 

T he historian's most productive role in public affairs 
lies in teaching and writing, in the shaping of what we 
have come to call "the climate of opinion." Here h is 
function is clear; his competence is unquestioned. Even 
those who regret the attitudes o f the scholarly commun
ities are willing to say that they are in£luential. Chesly 

Manly, writing in the Chicago Tribune, hardly a scholarly 
trade journal, ruefully adm itted a few months ago: 

To a large extent, the c limate of opinion is made by 
the professors. Thru textbooks and c lassroom lec
tures, they influence students, including prospective 
teachers for the nation's schools and colleges, to 
accept and even to clamor for "liberal" government 
policies. 13 

\1 r. Manly' s fear of the role of professors may be over

drawn; they are probably not as influential as be thinks. 
They should be. The trouble is that they have exerted so 
little influence, have so little felt their public responsi
bilities. 

[n this function, his primary one, what does the his
torian owe society? \Vhat sorts of explanations has 
society a right to expect from the historian as he dis
charges his public role? Let me suggest some answers. 
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The thousands o r students who pass through the col
lec tive hands of the histori cal guild every year have a 
healthy, s ke pti cal attitude toward history. They tend to 
agree with Mark Twain that they "don't Lake no stock in 
dead people." Students are, we are reminded, wildly con
cerned with social problems that appeal to them for solu
tion: war, peace, communism, poverty, racial discrimin
ation. The his torian, in his work of interpre tation, must 
provide them with perspec tives on these proble ms. His 
role lies in interpretations, not so much in facts. But he 
must s how how social problems can be analyzed, how 
the ir causes and ramifi cations can be sought, bow they 
have been attacked in the past, a nd why they remain with 

us. 

do not want to be misunderstood a t this point. All 
young history graduate students are care full y nurtured in 
an historiographical tradition that decrees that th e past 
must be s tudied for its own sake and must be evaluated 
in its own terms. People of the past cannot be re tro
active ly condemned because they fail to share the his
torian's personal moral convicti ons. All this is true and 
prerequisite to good history. I am not saying that the 
study of history must be undertaken with only the prob
lems of the present in the forefront. I am saying, though, 
that the s tudy of history must be undertaken with the 
idea that a ll research and leaching s hould fit into the 
search for the understanding of man a nd his vital human 
problems. A professional historian is denied the luxury 

22 of studying th e past entirely for his personal pleasure. 
If most historians were willing to be perfectly candid 
(and I've known many that were candid, though few tha t 
were perfect), they would admit lo you, as l do, tha t th ey 
were not motivated lo become historians out of any over
weening desire to serve humanity, but s imply because 
they love history for itself, in itself, by itself. Of course! 
This is probably true of 80%of a ll academics. But having 
chosen the profession, a professional obligation intrudes. 
To leach the past either as a cata logue of facts or as a 



delightfully quaint place where people do all sorts of odd 
things that they don't do today is to deny all professional 
intent. The past, for the historian in his public capacity, 
must be a source of materials with which he pursues his 
quarry: man. It is always man, as a social animal in 
motion, that we are pursuing. This dictates our choice of 
field and study; this detennines the kind of courses we 
offer. I once knew an historian who offered a course on 
"Great Men in American History. " Was this intended as 
a vehicle from which generalizations might be sought on 
important things, such as how men rise lo leadership in 
an egalitarian democracy, what types of men respond besl 
lo specific challenges in the past, or what is the role of 
leadership itself in a democracy? No, it was a sort of 
post-mortem gossip orgy. It was interesting, but worth
less, because it had no professional intent. 

This raises another issue. Does the historian, then, 
make value judgments about his subject matter? Does he 
range like the mind of God over the pest, lifting up the 
fallen and casting down the wicked? In many ways he 
does. His work is nol objective; he is not a scientis t. He 
intrudes himself upon his work. Even his choice of fields 
is rather a value judgment. His work is not to condemn, 
but to understand, but that in itself is a value judgment. 

What keeps the historian from degenerating into a 
mere propagandist, if a II th is is true? Not as much as you 
may think. There is, however, professional pride, along 
with the opinions and reviews o f fellow historians. There 
are no regulatory agencies which compel him toward 
honesty in his research, writing, and teaching. But he 
must speak the truth, and surprisingly, there is little 
evidence that much deliberate distortion is produced. We 
may be ignorant and short-sighted, but usually honest. 

Teaching should occur through writing and could 
reach, in that form, the larger public outside the univer
sities and colleges. llere, the historical profession has 
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not served its public function very adequately in recenl 
years. Professional historians have largely abandoned 
the field of public education through writing. They wrile 
for each other inslead, in great thumping monographs 
which few will read or undersland. Such works must be 
produced, of course, for they are the grist out of which 
synthesis occurs. But the synthesis that often appears 
in the classroom seldom appears in books and articles 
designed for the serious general reader. The few histo
rians who do try to reach this audience are often con
demned by their fellow historians for being "shallow." 
But students and the larger public want the insights into 
the human condition that the historian can provide. When 
books tha t seem to give these insights appear they be
come best sellers. Look at Barbara Tuchman's book, 
The Proud Tower, splendid ly written, fascinating to 
read, but lacking in that Cina! requirement of the histo
rian: hard, sustained grappling wilh the human condition. 
Miss Tuchman might have done it; her previous book, 
The Guns of August, did it. When it is done, it is not 
only great literature, but great history, and great history 
is a public service . Another case in point is the current 
craze for books about the Civil War. Thousands of books 
have been produced, many of them well written, but with 
little real e ffort to assess the long-term impact of that 
struggle on this republic. 

I[[ 

Fate, economics, and possibly a lack of al ternatives 
dictate that the major arena for the historian in the United 
States shall be the college and university communities. 
What public responsibility has the historian here? The 
historian's role is dictated by the larger role of the 
colleges and universities themselves. 

The public sometimes conceives of the academic 
world as a somewhat more sophis ti cated and certainly 
more expensive modern version of the old wise men of 



the tribe, sitting around the fire on long winter evenings, 
relati ng th e de tails of the culture to the young, so that 
these oncoming members of the group will be ready, in 
their turn, to shoulder adult responsibilities. This sort 
o f ro le would be possible on ly in a small, static society . 
IL is entirely inadequate in the overwhelmingly compli
cated societies of today. Culture, remember, is not a 
deposit, but an on-going process, a nd the students we 
teach are not apprentice human beings that we are sup
posed to finish off and then launch into the real world in 
a dignified ceremony called " commencement. " 

The colleges are, or ought to be, communities of 
scholars who fulfill an active, vital, continuous set of 
responsibilities for modern society. They discover its 
pills, test its roads, design its buildings, experiment 
with its foods, evaluate its public schools, write its 
books. Above all, they are communities of continuous 
interpretation, keeping the culture in touch with itself as 
it moves forward. Society has loaded the colleges a nd 
universities with many extraneous tasks, primari ly be
cause they were there, and there were no other public 
agencies to carry on research. Some of these jobs ac
tually inhibit the primary work of the academic commun
ities by obscuring this basic respons ibility of interpret
ing the culture in all its aspects and disseminating these 
interpretations. This work of interpretation is not some
thing which faculties do, and then pass along to students. 
It is something the who le community, faculty and stu- 25 
dents together, does constantly. Th is demands an inter-
action between faculty and students . (n some of the 
larger universities, students have, in the past few years, 
made some very severe judgments about a lack of 
faculty-student interaction. In a very complicated society, 
the colleges and universities must constantly keep the 
entire culture in view, de fine it, redefine it, rejoice in 
its s trengths, identify its weaknesses, sometimes urge it 
to action. 
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Within this community of interpretation, the historian 
must take a central role, because his job is anterior to 
the others. Without the view of man which only the histo
rian is prepared to give, that total, moving view, the 
other disciplines cannot function. Mu ch of the work of 
other disciplines, particularly the so-called "social 
sciences," becomes meaningful only after it has been 
integrated into the work of the historian and passes, in 
that fashion, into history itself. 

The historian, within the community, sees man in all 
his bewildering, fascinating, heart-breaking complexity. 
li e sees a Churchill, a Vermeer, a St Augustine, but be 
also sees Dac hau, Auschwitz, Bataan, the KKK, and 
Verwoerd. Even that is not enough , for he also sees 
an Assurbanipal, who killed but collected books. All 
th is information must be arranged by historians and 
others within the community into socially useful patterns, 
so that the culture will have what Martin Marty calls 
"participation infonnation." Providing this information 
is the job of the historian and the whole academic com
munity. 

When a culture begins to disintegrate it does so, not 
because the seasons have changed, not because it is 
old and decrepit, not even because it has met an ex
ternal injury or shock, but because its guiding theme, 
which bound all the parts of it together, political 
activities and economic affairs-nod art and phil
osophy, too-has become exhausted: the acts of pro
gressive self-revelation and self-understanding have 
been played out 10 their appointed e nd. The operative 
cause, which touches every instit ution simultaneously, 
is the collapse of meaning: the disintegration, not 
simply of this or that part, but of the overall pattern. 14 

This will happen if the colleges and universities fail 
in their job. 

iVe have been exploring the public responsibilities of 
the historian. Are they really as great as I' ve s uggested? 



Yes, Lhey are. \Ve all know thnt th e world is chang ing 
around us rapidly. Titere has been more change in the 
last fifty years than in the previous 500 years. That rate 
of change is constant]} accelerating. IL "'ill con tinue to 
do so. The world's population is growing al a fantastic 
rate; that, in itself, is going to change everything. \\e 
a re seeing the "re\'olutions of e>.peclations" in \ s in and 
\Cri ca and Latin America as these people demand a 
share of the world' s good life. 

Familiar ins t itulions and ideas are going lo die 
a round us. \Ve have seen one s uch change in the drastic 
diminution of the position and influence of organi1ed 
re ligion in our society. There will be other changes 
e qua lly great a nd equally frightening. \1aintaining a firm 
hold on the past will be increa ingly important, both in 
recognizing changes and in identifying new institutions 
rising to replace the old. It will g ive us increasinR 
control over the social environment to match our material 
prowess. ,1uch o f our cultural heritage will become out
moded and will be re placed, but much must be remem
be red. The task o f maintaining a meaningful and useful 
visio n of reality is the historian's public responsibility. 
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